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ABSTRACT
This thesis is conccrned with the function /  defined on the open unit disk 
E = {z: |z| < l} of the complex plane. Let A be the class of analytic functions defined 
on E which is normalised and has the Taylor series representation of the form
oc
f ( z )  -  z + a2z 2 + a3z3 -t-----1- anz n -I—  = z + ^ a nz " .
n=2
This thesis concentrates on the class Cj(a,S) where functions in this class 
satisfy the condition
Rej e '« ^ _ fe ) j  > S ,  {z g E )
with \a\ < n , cos a  > S  and g(z) = — Some of the basic properties are attained
1 — z~
for g{ a , S ) including the representation theorem and extremal properties such as 
coefficient bounds, distortion theorems, covering theorems and rotation theorems. 
The arc length and the area for functions in this class are also obtained.
This thesis also discusses on the coefficient inequalities for Q(cx, S). Lastly, we 
deal with the bounds for and / '( z )  and obtain results for the radius of
univalence, the radius of starlikeness, and the radius of convexity for this class.
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